PEDESTAL SERVICE NOTES

1. Manufacture pedestal electrical services in accordance with Departmental Material Specifications (DMS) 11080 "Electrical Services" and Item 628 "Electrical Services." Provide pedestal electrical services as listed on the Material Specifications List (MSFL) on the Department's web site under "Roadway Illumination and Electrical Supplies." Item 628. Ensure all mounting hardware and installation details of services meet utility company specifications. Contact the local utility company for approval of pedestal details prior to installing the electrical pedestal service. Submit any changes required by the utility company prior to manufacturing the pedestal enclosure.

2. When a meter socket is required, provide a socket with a minimum 100 amp rating that complies with local utility requirements.

3. Provide Cross A or C concrete for pedestal service foundations in accordance with Item 440, "Reinforcement for Concrete." Cross A shown except when TYPE A shall have rigid metal conduits are more than 2 in. below the top of the concrete foundation. Where extension conduits are metal, grounding bushings must be installed with a bonding jumper of proper size and number. Do not use liquidtight flexible metal conduit (LFMC) on pedestal type services.

4. Provide 16" reinforcing steel for foundations in accordance with Item 440, "Reinforcement for Concrete." Cross A shown except when TYPE A shall have rigid metal conduits are more than 2 in. below the top of the concrete foundation. Where extension conduits are metal, grounding bushings must be installed with a bonding jumper of proper size and number.

5. Install 1½ in. x 2½ in. minimum length concrete single expansion type anchors for mounting pedestal enclosure to foundation. Anchor location to match mounting holes in each corner of enclosure. Secure each of the four corners of the pedestal enclosure to the anchors in the foundation with ½ in.-galvanized or stainless steel machine thread bolt, a properly sized locknut and a flat washer.

6. Finish top of concrete foundation in a neat and workmanlike manner. If leveling washers are used, use a minimum 2½ in. pad of any type. Do not exceed a maximum ⅛ in. rise in the foundation of ½ per foot. When properly installed, ensure the top of the service enclosure is level front to back and side to side within ⅛ in. Repair rocking or movement of the service enclosure at no additional cost to the department.

7. Do not use liquidtight flexible metal conduit (LFMC) on pedestal type services.

8. Insure all elbows in the foundation are sized as per utility provider's conduit requirements for underground conduit and feeder. PVC extensions may be installed provided the ends of the rigid metal conduits are more than 2 in. below the top of the concrete foundation. Where extension conduits are metal, grounding bushings must be installed with a bonding jumper properly terminated.

9. Ensure all rigid metal conduits are properly terminated. Use a bushing for each fitting. Secure all rigid metal conduits with an equipment mounting pedestal enclosure to foundation. Anchor location to match mounting holes in each corner of enclosure. Secure each of the four corners of the pedestal enclosure to the anchors in the foundation with a properly sized locknut and a flat washer.

10. Provide #4 reinforcing steel for foundations in accordance with Item 420, "Concrete Substructures," except that concrete will not be paid for directly but is considered subsidiary to Item 628.

11. Provide 16" reinforcing steel for foundations in accordance with Item 440, "Reinforcement for Concrete." Cross A shown except when TYPE A shall have rigid metal conduits are more than 2 in. below the top of the concrete foundation. Where extension conduits are metal, grounding bushings must be installed with a bonding jumper of proper size and number.

12. Do not use liquidtight flexible metal conduit (LFMC) on pedestal type services.

13. Insure all elbows in the foundation are sized as per utility provider's conduit requirements for underground conduit and feeder. PVC extensions may be installed provided the ends of the rigid metal conduits are more than 2 in. below the top of the concrete foundation. Where extension conduits are metal, grounding bushings must be installed with a bonding jumper properly terminated.

14. Ensure all rigid metal conduits are properly terminated. Use a bushing for each fitting. Secure all rigid metal conduits with an equipment mounting pedestal enclosure to foundation. Anchor location to match mounting holes in each corner of enclosure. Secure each of the four corners of the pedestal enclosure to the anchors in the foundation with a properly sized locknut and a flat washer.

LEGEND

1. Meter Socket, (when required)
2. Meter Socket Window, (when required)
3. Equipment Mounting Panel
4. Photo Electric Control Window, (when required)
5. Hinged Deadfront Trim
6. Load Side Conduit trim
7. Line Side Conduit Area
8. Utility Access Door, with handle
9. Pedestal Door
10. Hinged Meter Access
11. Control Station on H-O-A Switch
12. Main Disconnect
13. Branch Circuit Breakers
14. Copper Clad Ground Rod - 5/8" x 6'